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  Spring2016 
T, F 9.50am – 11.30am, 037 Snell 

POLS 2328 
Modern Political Thought  

Instructor: Prof. Natalie Bormann 
E-Mail: n.bormann@northeastern.edu 
Office: 932 Renaissance Park 
Office Hours: W 10-11.30am & R 2-4pm 

   
 

Overview 

This course has two main aims: The first is to introduce students to a range of 
authors who are considered to be most influential in shaping western political 
thought, and who remain highly relevant in informing contemporary political 
debate. The second is to encourage students to think critically about some of the 
fundamental questions pertaining to political practice – the nature of ideas, 
institutions and processes, and how to understand and evaluate them.  

In each section, we introduce and counter-pose the views of two theorists who 
have provided different ideas about a major theoretical question. Authors 
studied will include Hobbes, Kropotkin, Bentham, Locke, Burke, Mill, Rousseau 
and Marx. Based on close readings of their main work, and the socio-historical 
context within which their work was generated, we will assess the meaning and 
implications of their ideas and concepts (such as freedom and individual rights) 
for today. At the end of each section, a case study session is designed to 
facilitate in-depth discussion about the authors by examining how they might be 
relevant to the world we live in now. 

Requirements 

The course consists of weekly lectures, which are participatory in nature.  The 
course requires that students read and participate actively and regularly in our 
discussions.  Laptop computers and smart phones are not permitted during 
seminars. 

n 4 Essays (90%) that are classic, argumentative research papers and are 
1000 words long.  Essays respond to a given question/prompt, which 
will be made available ahead of time.  

n Participation (10%) 

 

 

 

Reading 

David Wootton Modern Political Thought – 
Readings from Machiavelli to Nietzsche [to be 
purchased] 

Key dates 

February 7 @ midnight 

Essay 1 is due 

February 28 @ midnight 

Essay 2 is due 

March 27 @ midnight 

Essay 3 is due 

April 17 @ midnight  

Essay 4 is due 
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Introductions 
[Week1]  Jan 12/15 Introduction to the course/ Why study Political Thought? 

Part I / The state of nature - Thomas Hobbes vs Peter Kropotkin (Absolutism vs Anarchism) 
[Week2]  Jan 19/22 Thomas Hobbes 

Leviathan  (Wootton, Chapter 2):  
Intro to Hobbes (89-95) / Ch2_Of Imagination (119) / Ch12_Of Religion (152-157) / 
CH13_Of the natural condition of mankind (158-160) / CH14_Of the first and second natural 
laws (160-165) / Ch17_Of the causes, generation, and definition of a Commonwealth (173-175)  
/ A review and conclusion (272-277)  

[Week3]  Jan 26/29 Peter Kropotkin 
    Mutual Aid. A Factor of Evolution (online through Snell library): 

Introduction / Ch7_Mutual aid amongst ourselves / Ch8_Mutual aid amongst ourselves 
(cont’d) / Conclusion 
Additional Reading_Dugatkin, L.A. (2012) “The Russian Anarchist Prince who challenged 
Evolution” (on blackboard) 

[Week4]  Feb 2/5  Group 1/ Group 2 

Part II / Justifying the State - Jeremy Bentham vs John Locke (Utilitarianism vs Rights) 
[Week5]  Feb 9/12 Jeremy Bentham 
    An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (Wootton, Chapter 6): 
    ChI_Of the principle of utility (576579) / ChIV_Value of a lot of pleasure or pain, how to be  
    measured (579-581) / ChVII_Of human actions in general (581-586) 
    Additional Reading_ Hampsher-Monk, I. (1992) “Jeremy Bentham. An Introduction” (on  
    blackboard) 

[Week6]  Feb 16/19 John Locke 
    Second Treatise of Government (Wootton, Chapter 3): 
    Introduction to Locke (278-283) / ChII_Of the state of nature (287-290) / ChIV_Of slavery  
    (292) / ChV_Of property (292-299) / ChVI_Of paternal power (299-306) / ChIX_Of the ends 

of political society and government (320-321) / , VII 

[Week7]  Feb 23/26 Group 2/ Group 1 

Part III / The place of liberty – John-Stuart Mill vs .  Edward Burke (Liberalism and 
Conservatism) 
[Week8]  Mar 1/4  John-Stuart Mill 
    On Liberty  (Wootton, Chapter 6): 
    Introduction to Mill (570-575) / ChI_Intro wductory (592-599) / ChII_Of the liberty of 
thought  
    and discussion (599-620) / ChIII_Of individuality (620-630) / ChIV_Of the limits to the 

authority of society over the individual (630-639) 

[Week9]  Mar 15/18 Edward Burke 
    Reflections on the Revolution in France (Wootton, Chapter 4): 
    Read entire excerpt (502-521) 
    Additional Reading_Hampsher-Monk, I. (1992) “Edmund Burke. An Introduction” (on  
    blackboard) 

[Week10] Mar 22/25 Group 1/Group 2 
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Part IV / Who should rule? – John-Jacques Rousseau and Karl Marx (Democracy and Class) 
[Week11] Mar 29/Apr 1  John-Jacques Rousseau 
    On the Social Contract (Wootton, Chapter 4): 

Introduction to Rousseau (363-369) / ChI_Subject of the first book (427-428) / ChIII_On the 
right of the strongest (429) / ChIV_On slavery (429-431) / ChVII_On the sovereign (433-434) 
/ ChI_The sovereign is inalienable (436) / ChIII_Whether the general will can err (437-438) / 
ChIV_On the limits of sovereign power (438-440) / ChI_On government in general (449452) / 
ChIV_On democracy (454-455) / ChV_On aristocracy (455-456) / ChIX_On the signs of a 
good government (462) / ChXII_How the sovereign authority is maintained (465) / ChXV_On 
deputies or representatives (466-468) / ChI_That the general will is indestructible (470-471) 

[Week12] Apr 5/8  Karl Marx 
    Alienated Labor (Wootton, Chapter 7): 
    Entire Excerpt (766-772) 
    Thesis on Feuerbach (Wootton, Chapter 7): 
    Entire Excerpt (773-774) 
    The German Ideology (Wootton, Chapter 7): 
    Section on Communism (‘Communism is for us not…’ 784) 
    The Communist Manifesto (Wootton, Chapter 7): 
    ChI_Bourgeois and proletarians (798-804) / ChII_Proletarians and communists (805-809) 

[Week13] Apr 12/15 Group 2/ Group 1 

[Week 14] Apr 19  Last class 

    

 

 

The Department of Political Science takes very seriously the issue of academic honesty. Any student who appears to violate the University’s Academic 
Honesty and Integrity Policy (see www.osccr.neu.edu/policy.html) may be referred to the Vice-Provost for Research and Graduate Education.  If a proven 
violation involves an exam or course assignment, the student shall receive a failing grade for the assignment, in addition to sanctions imposed by the Vice-
Provost for Research and Graduate Education.   Individual faculty, with the support of the Department, can impose harsher penalties as they deem 
necessary. The Academic Honesty and Integrity Policy includes cheating, fabrication, plagiarism,  and other types of dishonest activities. Plagiarism is 
defined broadly as taking ideas, concepts, or actual words of another person and passing them off as your own work.  Of particular note in recent years is 
the increase in cut-and-paste plagiarism, which involves downloading phrases from websites or other Internet sources.  


